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Rainforest World  
Music Festival
Sarawak Cultural Village, Borneo, 
Malaysia, August 7-9
This festival, tucked within the lush 
surroundings of the Sarawak Cultural 
Village in Borneo, has been well written 
about in these pages, but this year I 
finally had the chance to experience 
it myself. And there’s a reason the 
Rainforest World Music Festival has 
been on our Top 25 International 
Festivals list for six years running. Yes, 
it gets major points for its breathtaking 
location – the main stage is seemingly 
dwarfed by the jungle lingering just 
behind it and the various longhouses 
were intriguing, albeit humid, venues 
for the daytime workshops – but the 
intimacy with which festival-goers are 
able to experience traditional music 
that just never gets a chance to make its 
way to the UK is invaluable. 

Blame it on any of a variety of 
reasons – UK visa issues, high travel 
costs, logistics, etc – but many of 
the traditional groups at RWMF 
haven’t yet had the chance to bring 
their music to the UK. Beneath the 
rainforest canopy, I was afforded 
the chance to see some excellent 
Asian traditional music up close and 
personal for the first time. There was 
the colourful Iban miring ceremony 
as performed by the Sarawak Cultural 
Village dancers and musicians to open 
the festival on the first night. Or the 

15-piece Balinese body percussion 
group performing the Ramayana 
monkey chant ritual, which is oddly 
entertaining. Even being afforded 
a chance to learn about history and 
development of Sarawak’s signature 
instrument, the sapé (lute), from the 
charismatic Mathew Ngau from the 
group Lan e Tuyang, was a rare and 
memorable experience. 
AlexAndrA PetroPouloS 

The Stray Birds
Cecil Sharp House, london, 
August 19
Maya de Vitry and Oliver Craven 
stepped on stage festooned with 
instruments: a couple of guitars 
(one a resonator), mandolin, fiddle 
and banjo. Charlie Muench toted his 
stand-up bass. They huddled round a 
single microphone, an old-fashioned 
looking apparatus, suspended on 
springs in a circle of metal. Not a word 
was spoken before they launched into 
a song, singing loud, in harmony. It 
was as if they’ve dived together off a 
high board into the music. 

American trio The Stray Birds come 
from Pennsylvania and have classical 
training: Muench quipped that de 
Vitry was leader of the orchestra when 
they were at school, while he had 
the first bass seat (out of two in the 
section). They all played beautifully, 
with great work on the resonator 
guitar, for instance, from Craven on 
their desperate song of hope for racial 
harmony, ‘The Bells’. 

Theirs is old-time American music, 
most of which they have composed 
themselves. As they played it, they 
worked that single microphone, 
moving in and out, changing 
positions, sensitive to each other’s 
needs, cleverly balancing themselves 
with an organic musical intimacy. It 
was good to watch. They wandered 
around musically, too. Their music 
has a Cajun feel, then hill-billy and 
full-on country. Yet when de Vitry took 
a fiddle break, for a moment Stéphane 
Grappelli came to mind.  

I was struck by the powerful yet 
simple imagery of their songs: ‘Never 
for Nothing’ beginning with ‘full 
moon rising on an early frost,’ and the 
strength of lines such as ‘work my 
hands till their bloody, blistered and 
damned.’ The harmonies they created 
as they sang gave full expression 
to the joy and pain their songs 
encapsulate, wringing, and warming, 
the hearts of their audience.  
JuliAn MAy

Baobab Karavaani
Huvila tent, Helsinki Festival, 
Finland, August 27
The Huvila Tent has undoubtedly hosted 
a fair few interesting collaborations 
during its 20 years as a feature of the 
Helsinki Festival. But it’s unlikely 
there have been any as intriguing as 
the Nordic-West African gathering 
that saw the veteran Senegalese band 
Orchestra Baobab perform alongside 
popular Finnish singer-songwriter Tuure 
Kilpeläinen and his Kaihon Karavaani 
band for a novel partnership.

The crowd-pleasing Finnish 
six-piece opened with a handful of 
songs, in their trademark, easy-going 
iskelmä style (schlager or easy listening 
music). Theirs is a very danceable 
Latin sound that got fans waving their 
arms after just a couple of numbers. 
After the fourth song, the vibe took a 
definitely more Afro-Cuban direction 
as Kilpeläinen introduced the Baobab 
old-timers onto the stage, resplendent 
in their sky-blue and bronze boubous. 

By the second half, the atmosphere 
had really ramped up, the cool Nordic 
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evening air warmed by a distinctly 
West African vibe. As the two bands 
played together, alternating between a 
Baobab and then a Kaihon Karavaani 
song, there were times when it was 
impossible to distinguish whether the 
lyrics were in Finnish or Wolof. The 
overriding sense though was one of 
joy – not just from the audience, but 
from all the band members, clearly 
relishing their new-found musical 
partners who they had met just three 
days before, in order to rehearse for this 
special collaboration. The 16 musicians 
smiled warmly in appreciation of each 
other and also the crowd’s reaction 
who, by this point, were up on their 
feet and dancing en masse. For the 
rousing finale, Kilpeläinen joined all 
four Baobab vocalists for the song ‘Bul 
Ma Min’ – appropriately from their 
classic album, Specialist in All Styles. A 
wonderful conclusion to a genuinely 
surprising, yet gratifying meeting of 
musical styles – one that will hopefully, 
in true caravan style, continue to 
travel. There will be more about the 
collaboration in a forthcoming issue.
Jo FroSt

Towersey Festival 2015
thame Showground,towersey, 
oxfordshire, August 28-31
Small is beautiful at the pint-sized 
Towersey folk festival in Oxfordshire, 
which turned 50 last year, and upped 
sticks this year to a new field. With just 
two main stages, impromptu sessions 
and morris bells are as much a part of 
the soundscape as headliners such as 
Joan Armatrading and Show of Hands. 

John Smith filled the big club tent 
with his passionate songs of love and 
strife. A fine guitarist with a voice often 
likened to John Martyn’s, his delivery is 
more reminiscent of an old American 
bluesman than a young family man 
from Devon. Earlier, Tyneside’s Tea Pad 
Orchestra, fronted by ‘full-time dandy 
cowboy’ Rob Heron, closed an upbeat 
set of north-eastern swing with a lovely 
locomotive harmonica on ‘High Speed 
Train’. Oxfordshire boys Stornoway 
weaved summery pop and sweet 
harmonies with wildlife recordings 
(larks, skuas, whales) to good effect. A 
touchingly slowed-down cover of ‘The 
Only Way is Up’ revealed in Yazz’s 1988 
hit a depth you never knew was there.

‘Connection’, a floating combination 
of Ilwoo Lee on the strange wooden 
piri (oboe) and percussively plucked 
geomungo (zither) from Eunyong Sim, 
and subtle vocals from the two women.  

They alternated between performing 
as a trio and a full group, with the 
most memorable sounds resulting 
when Bomi Kim’s incredibly varied 
sonic palette on haegeum (fiddle) was 
matched with the haunting tones of 
the piri. With Hyeseo Oh’s crashing 
drums as well as bass and a laptop, 
they possess and use a great diversity 
of sounds. The traditional instruments 
themselves are real aural shapeshifters; 
geomungo can sound like a bass 
gayageum or even a banjo, and the 
haegeum often soars with ethereal 
grace, but it also judders and shrieks.

Jambinai can rock out, but they can 
also soothe and uplift. No wonder the 
Korean Cultural Centre chose to step 
in and help out when the likelihood 
of their European tour came under 
threat. It seems very likely – and just – 
that we’ll see and hear more from this 
band before too long.
Jon luSk

Pity the band booked to come on 
straight after the last ever folk festival 
appearance by Bellowhead (who 
will play their final gig on May Day 
2016). For over 11 years this 11-piece 
powerhouse, who enjoy the closest 
thing to celebrity status the folk scene 
will allow, have matched exemplary 
musicianship with a rollicking mix 
of traditional, jazz, cabaret, funk 
and music hall. Towersey roared 
its approval at their triumphant, 
bittersweet exit from the festival scene. 
GrACe HAdley

Jambinai
rich Mix, london, September 16
Having already wowed Glastonbury 
in 2014 and WOMAD this year, this 
young band of South Korean neo-
traditional rockers were on a roll as one 
of the highlights of this year’s K-Music 
festival. Commencing with the often 
delicate ‘Conversation Between Trees’, 
featuring Eunyong Sim’s glockenspiel 
and Ilwoo Lee’s atypically gentle electric 
guitar, they moved into seven more 
pieces from their album Différance, 
closing with the uplifting drones of 
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